Selections from the Children’s Book Collection:

**Composting and Worms**

In the course of one year, a jack-o-lantern, discarded after Halloween, decomposes in the backyard and eventually grows new pumpkins from its seeds. Early readers. Fiction.
j SB347 .H862 2000

Illustrates how to grow gardens from your garbage. Early readers. Nonfiction.
j S654 .G462 1996

A rhyming recipe explains how to make the dark, crumbly, rich, earth-friendly food called compost from A to Z. Pre-readers. Nonfiction. j S654 .S53 2010

A young earthworm discovers, day by day, that there are some very good and some not so good things about being a worm in this great big world. Early readers. Fiction. j SB998.E4 C881 2003

Describes, in simple text and illustrations, the daily activities and life cycle of the earthworm. Pre-readers. Nonfiction. j SB998.E4 H576 2000

While helping Grandma in the garden, a child learns about the important role of the earthworm in helping plants grow. Early readers. Fiction. j SB998.E4 F889 2010

For more educational resources from the Parent/Teacher Resource Collection, visit our Library, see sfbg.org/library or call (415) 661-1316 x403